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Summary  

This panel seeks to question the interaction between cultural representations and Ottoman and 
Turkish society.  
 
Ottoman poetry, Turkish novels, theatre, film and television drama etc. represent societal 
developments of the era they are produced in and, on the other hand, these genres influence 
society. In nearly all cultural representations a reflection on society and a didactic function 
can be indicated. Cultural representations try to convince their audience to learn something, to 
change their attitude or to be informed about a societal development. The media through 
which influencing through cultural production takes place differ, related to the time in which 
they are produced. For instance, whereas the novel was a strong medium for societal influence 
throughout the twentieth century, this medium seems to lose its convincing power to visual 
media in the 21st century. 
 
This panel invites researchers to contemplate on this interaction between cultural 
representations and society. It aims at exploring the production of cultural representations, 
trends and case studies. What do these source texts tell us about their function in the society 
they are produced in? How are they produced? How does this production process reflects on 
the products produced? What was their influence? And the other way round: how did societal 
developments influence them? What trends can be discerned? 
 
We invite case studies as well as comparative research from fields such as Ottoman arts and 
literature, modern Turkish literature, theatre and film studies, media studies etc.  
 
Please send your proposal (title, a 300 word abstract in English) and a one page CV until 21 
February 2016 to rosita.damora@unisalento.it and p.de.bruijn@hum.leidenuniv.nl  


